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The role of gold in the portfolio
For average investors to predict the future price movements of the gold is difficu
lt, and there is likely to be futile task. Regardless of the price of gold has risen to
the number, some investors seem convinced that the future price of gold there
will be a further appreciation of the space, but on the other hand, some people t
hink the price of gold is facing the crisis of the bubble. Exactly how to estimate t
he fair value of the gold? Golden investment portfolio can play what function do?
The focus of a "gold value is difficult to estimate, but it is difficult to ignor
e
Relative to agricultural land or dividend stocks and other productive assets, gold l
ack some of the basic elements that can be used to measure its value, and not
create additional cash flow for holding gold spot, it does not produce interest or
dividends, so gold future cash flows, we can not predict or discounted. But even
if the price of gold is difficult to estimate, but many investors still on the investm
ent value of gold have high interest. Although the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) Ch
airman Ben Bernanke that traditionally central banks will continue to hold gold, b
ut in fact gold is not a currency, and general investors holding gold is used as av
oid risk insurance value tools, such as stocks tail risk (low of extreme events oc
curred) have been the massive sell or hyperinflation events, investors would exp
ect gold to be able to play a hedging function.
Gold price data provided by the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) can b
e traced back to 1973, if we price movements of gold since 1973 with the U.S.
stock market and the inflation rate is compared, we can be clearly observed in t
he gold price and currency The positive correlation between expansion and prese
nts a negative correlation between the stock market.
There are two periods during this period, which clearly show the above-describe
d characteristics of gold. In 1973, S & P 500 index fell by about 15% in 1974 an
d further down 26%; but on the other hand, inflation in the United States, from
3% in 1972, increased to 9% in 1973, while in 1974 and further increased to 12
%. In the same period, the gold play a very good inflation hedge, gold prices ros
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e 73% in 1973, up to 66% in a single year or in 1974. Another significant period
of time, the financial tsunami in 2008, gold also show the hair of the tail risk hed
ging, the S & P 500 index fell 37% in 2008, while the price of gold in the year ros
e 4.32%.
Focus II "investors should hold gold?
Price of an asset but a rising trend in the market, the majority of asset prices fell
, and it has its special status of the strategic value of assets means the file. The
assets and insurance similar in nature, can be avoided or reduced in poor conditi
on, the fear suffered a substantial loss (that is, the tail risk) moderate, because
people would be willing to accept small in good condition in the period losses. Qui
te sensitive to gold price inflation and financial turmoil, catastrophic events, so w
hen these conditions occur, the gold will be able to play the hedging effect. For in
vestors who want to configure some gold assets in the portfolio, Morningstar co
nfiguration approximately 5% of the weight should be appropriate. In addition, C
ampbell Harvey, a professor at Duke University, with Claude Erb January 2013,
published an academic recommended configuration for gold 2% of GDP, Ibbotso
n investment consulting company in the United States (Morningstar's designed t
o do the asset allocation and investment advisers departments), research data, i
ndicating that investors respond to the configuration of at least 7% of the propo
rtion of gold.
Specifically, what gold portfolio what effect it? According to Morningstar data sho
w that, in the stock and bond allocation ratio of 60% and 40% of the portfolio, t
he configuration is approximately 5% of the gold can indeed slightly enhance the
rate of return and reduce risk, and improve the portfolio's risk-adjusted return. E
nded January 10, 2013, the shares of debt with a ratio of 60%, 40% of the port
folio (stocks represented by the S & P 500 index, bonds nearly 10-year annualiz
ed return was 7.13% by the representative of the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond
) , the annualized standard deviation of 14.61% (in the original currency terms).
After adding 5% of the gold investment positions, the proportion of stocks in the
portfolio were reduced to 58% the bond proportion dropped to 37%, results an
nualized rate of return of the overall portfolio rose to 7.76%, while the the annu
alized standard deviation is reduced to 14.06% (in the original currency terms).
However, the rate of return of the portfolio will increase mainly because we hav
e selected during the gold price outperformed the stock relationship. In fact, in th
e past hundreds of years, the stock return is still greatly exceeded the rate of ret
urn of the gold. Therefore, long term investors still holding stocks or bonds earn
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a higher rate of return, but holds a small amount of gold still help reduce overall
portfolio risk and enhance portfolio's risk-adjusted After the reward.
Focus "gold fund products
Investors interested in gold investment, fund investment targets by which class t
o get the gold investment positions? Fact, in the field of mutual funds, there are
a variety of investment in gold way. The most direct method is the gold spot by
directly buy and store gold bullion, to get the fund's investment site, for example
: investment in the world's largest gold ETF ─ the SPDR Gold Shares (GLD) ETFs
(the files ETF is in the United States, Hong Kong Japan, Singapore, Mexico and o
ther countries listed transactions). In addition, a method to obtain gold investme
nt positions, is to invest in gold mining stocks. Equipment in Taiwan nuclear indus
try stock - precious metals fund groups within the Fund, the main investment tar
gets is associated with gold mining, mining or trading of listed stocks. However, i
t is worth the attention of investors, because this type of fund does not invest di
rectly in physical gold, while the gold price and reward performance of the Fund i
s a certain degree of correlation, but the gold mining company's business risk, o
verall economic conditions and the stock market also affect the performance of
the fund. This is why the price of gold in 2012, up about 8.26%, but precious fun
ds group but fell by an average of 12.27 percent (in the original currency), reaso
ns.
Generally, gold-related investment products can usually be as inflation hedging t
ools, or the effect of uncertainty in the market of large hedge against inflation. E
ven gold investment is not necessarily to investors provides a good income, but
on the whole period of poor performance in the market situation, investors may
benefit from the scattered distribution of assets in gold investment positions. In
other words, even if the investor does not have much of a view on the trend of
the future price of gold, but investors will still be some gold investment positions
held in the portfolio has a certain role.
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